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Editorial  

As India nears the general elections of 2019, 

a lot of things are witnessing, for better or 

for worse, a continuous change. The 

cumulative change has stemmed out from 

step by step changes in first, the social 

space, the economic space and then the 

political space. India, the society, we 

observe, has started to broadly turn narrow. 

It has witnessed a substantial shift – from 

collective patience to excessive anger. India, 

the economic nation, is seeing large-scale 

privatisation and glaring socio-economic 

gaps. India, the political ground, is seeing 

the government playing with fascism.  

To make some sense of the reality around 

us, we need to understand each of these 

developments in relation to each other. And 

that is what the Department of Economics, 

ZHDC has committed to, in the sixth edition 

of its Annual Economics Magazine, ‘Rise’. 

This issue sheds light on a variety of inter-

connected socio-politico-economic issues 

concerning India, in addition to taking larger 

problems that concern the global economy 

as well as the discipline of economics itself.  

Delhi University has been on fiery protest 

against the recently introduced 13-Point 

Roster system of teacher recruitment in 

Central Universities. And although there has 

been a temporary ordinance to restore the 

old 200-point roster system, the fight for 

justice is far from over. All this and more, is 

analysed in Arnav opinion piece on the 

problems of public sector recruitment.  The 

roll back of budgets to education as well the 

humungous problem of its privatisation by 

the ruling government and powerful private 

lobbies is assessed by Ishita in her article 



“The Question of ‘Autonomisation’ of 

Education and Expenditure of Budgets on 

Education.”  

The impending agricultural sector crisis 

brought farmers from all across India on the 

streets more than once this year. Amid the 

heated debates country-wide, the newly 

elected Congress government in Madhya 

Pradesh made a bold move and waved off 

loans of the farmers. But is this move really 

beneficial for farmers in the long run, 

explaining how we have fared in solving the 

Agri-Crisis.  

The political sphere of India is explored by 

Brijesh and Arnav who also shed light, not 

only on how the politics of the country is 

changing, but also bring to notice that 

India’s women are still grossly 

underrepresented, and how women 

themselves are changing their political 

narrative. We then move on to more global 

issues. The interrelation of politics, power, 

and how intellectuals in economic sciences 

captured and exploited the political system 

that led to the Global Financial Crisis of 

2008 is seen through insights from the Oscar 

winning documentary ‘Inside Job’. Shivansh 

brings to light the two rival aspects critical 

to world economy today – Globalism and 

Protectionism and what potential paths India 

might take. Drawing from the recent talks of 

going to war with Pakistan the article “On 

War and Economics” attempts to find the 

‘economic’ answer to how a war starts and 

who really benefits from a war. 

The valuable contributions from our faculty 

members on budgetary rollbacks from 

higher education, women’s political 

representation and false claims of poverty 

alleviation by the government, add deeper 

insights to the amateur yet enthusiastic 

essays of the students. 

Finally, B.R. Ambedkar’s ground shaking 

critique of the Hindu Social order 

“Annihilation of Caste” is reviewed to bring 

to our notice that India still has a long-long 

way to go, because as Ambedkar himself put 

it, “History bears the proposition that all 

political and economic revolutions have 

been preceded by social and religious 

revolutions”.  

You can also find us at 

https://sites.google.com/site/risezhdc/ and 

mail us your feedback and suggestions on 

editrise@gmail.com 

Alyasa Abbas  

Chief Editor 

BA (Hons) Economics: IInd year 
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Overview of the golden sector 

India has been an essentially food producing 

economy almost since the birth of 

civilisations. The golden sector has not only 

been the source of bread and butter to 

millions of our masses but also has been the 

major supplier of pulses, wheat and spices to 
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the world. Even after 72 years of 

Independence from slavery, this sector 

continues to remain in shackles that hamper 

its growth. The health of this ‘Mother of All’ 

sector, hence, has deteriorated at an 

alarming rate, now hardly able to contribute 

a meagre 13% to the nation’s GDP. 

 

What ails and fails Indian agriculture 

It is rather crucial to understand what ails 

and impediments the growth of this major 

sector; a problem that is rather complex, 

both in terms of understanding, and finding 

solutions. The Pre- Green Revolution period 

witnessed the stagnation of yields and 

advocated the use of HYV seeds and a 

revolution in the input technology use for 

production. This paved the way for the 

corporate sector into the market for 

agricultural inputs, R&D and exports. The 

monopoly of prices rising in this sector has 

however not been matched by an equivalent 

increase in the farmer’s revenues. 

 Statistics show, that Marginal Farmers 

(with less than 1 hectare of land (as 

individual operational landholdings) 

constitute around 67.1% of Total 

Agricultural Households whereas around 

17.91% account for small farmers with (1-2 

hectares of landholdings). The increasing 

share of these farmers in the agrarian 

household signifies a fall in the bargaining 

power of a population that is economically 

weakening day by day. 

The flaw in the MSP system  

 The Minimum Support Price System (MSP) 

which was launched to maintain a steady 

and smooth supply of food grains in the 

market as well as cushioning the farmers 

against the Neo Liberal Economy seems to 

have failed its purpose.  

The Swaminathan Committee Report 

discovered that the MSP prices were 

increased by 50% after adding only A2 and 

FL category expenditure. (A2 consisting of 

only cash expenditures of the crop 

production and the FL including only 

estimated cost of work of the total members 

of the farmer’s family and excluded the 

estimated land rent and cost of interest on 

loans (CL) taken.  

The Commission for Agricultural Costs and 

Production (CACP) while determining MSP 

adds both A2 and FL but excludes CL and 

this creates a huge gap between the MSP 

sought by the farmers and that provided by 

the Government. Other than that, the 

outreach of this solution towards the 

majority of the farming households is quite 

low. 

The recent hikes in MSP by the Narendra 

Modi government were directed toward only 

14 ‘kharif’ crops, whereas cotton and pulses 

were brought into focus much later, clearly 

implying that all the farmers were not able 

to reap its benefits. More so the procurement 

operations of the government vary from 

region to region.  

Prices have actually been below MSP during 

peak conditions of collection in areas of UP, 

MP etc. whereas above MSP in areas of 

Punjab, Haryana, Delhi etc.  

The increase and the improvement of the 

procurement system of rice and wheat led 

the government to influence the farmers for 

its production, being one of the reasons for 

the production of pulses and oilseeds to fall 

and its steep price hikes. 



The issue of farmer suicides and the 

credibility of loan waivers  

The fall of the primary producer’s capacity 

to sustain their families is a topic of national 

concern. The question of rising suicides has 

been raising eyebrows and researches 

everywhere. Controversies continued to 

arise on the assault on data by both the 

Governments UPA as well as NDA, but the 

charges seem to have reached the climax in 

the current scenario. To believe the only 

credible source of data from the NCRB, the 

various citations state that the suicides have 

fallen by about 32% in 2016 from 2007 

which is even less than the number of 

suicides committed by housewives in the 

country. The state recording the highest 

suicide rates seems to be Maharashtra, and 

further studies declared that almost 90% of 

suicides committed belonged to the category 

of farmers with more than two hectares of 

land (i.e. small farmers) whereas about 60% 

of these, owned more than 4 acres of land. 

Clearly, the marginal and small farmers, 

which happen to be the ones under 

maximum debt, are apparently not the ones 

giving up their lives.  

With such a view in mind, the loan waiver 

policy just happens to add up another reason 

to its list of failures as even a temporary 

solution to the issue.  

Controversies have sure risen with the 

discoveries of journalists like P. Sainath 

attacking the credibility of the data (which 

fails to have addressed women as farmers till 

they have deeds of ownership titled to 

them).  

But the question remains, that irrespective of 

all the controversies surrounding the data on 

farmer suicides, which policy proves to be 

the most efficient in handling such a crisis.  

Loan waiver schemes are not a new 

discovery to the country. The first National 

loan waiver was sanctioned in the Year 1990 

which cost the economy ₹10,000 crores. 

This might not seem such a huge amount in 

comparison to the other expenditures taken 

by the government, but it turned out to 

seriously affect the credit structure of the 

country. The following loan waivers in 2008 

and 2014, worth ₹52,000 crores and ₹60,000 

crores were equal menaces to the banking 

system, leading to a culture of not making 

loan repayments on time, for several years, 

and it took the banks several years to finally 

come out of this calamity. It not only 

encourages farmers to default on the 

payments even when they are able to, in the 

hope of it being waived off for votes, but 

also acts against the spirit of honesty of the 

farmers who pay their dues on time. 

Most importantly, amidst the rush to go 

digital in every segment of financial 

management, we should first make sure to 

make farmers more digitally efficient and 

improve their communication with the main 

markets. Most farmers are unable to procure 

loans from the proper banks, and hence 

resort to the local money lenders for want of 

funds.  Hence even after undertaking such a 

huge setback to the credit structure of the 

economy this move fails to solve its 

purpose. 

Moreover, in the situation of even adverse 

effects like droughts or over production, the 

marginal farmers are unable to bear even 

their daily cost of living and the repayment 

of loans is hardly a priority. The temporary 

solution should be such that helps them to 



get the right value to their produce and 

protecting the market efficiency. 

The other few schemes that were launched at 

the same time and received attention were 

the Cash Grant System in the state of 

Telangana in 2018, where the farmers were 

to be given ₹4000 / acre of land twice a year 

to cover the major input and production 

expenses in order to prevent them from 

taking loans. This scheme was proven to be 

less expensive than the original waivers. The 

only consequence seems to be the lack of 

verification of the farm produce one the 

grants have been made.  

Another effective idea seemed to be the 

Price Deficiency Payment Scheme (PDPS) 

launched by the Madhya Pradesh 

Government in 2018 under the leadership of 

Mr. Shivraj Singh Chauhan. The PDPS 

system offers to reimburse the farmers with 

the total loss that they incurred by selling 

their produce at the market rates, i.e. the 

difference between the announced MSPs of 

the cops and their Market Prices. They will 

first have to register with the nearby AMPC 

Mandis, and then provide details of the total 

area of crops sown which would be verified 

and the payment will be made to their 

Aadhar linked Bank Accounts. 

The primary benefit of the scheme is the 

government saving on costs of procurement 

and storage of crops in the maintenance of 

the PDS system. 

The only reason the scheme failed was its 

lack of execution, which also seems to be 

the major problem that needs addressing in 

case of the first two schemes as well. 

The only way this sector's growth can be 

revived is to combine effective short run 

measures such as the above, with proper 

foresight and ready execution, combined 

with the Long Run Revival measures of 

increased expenditure of R&D, better access 

of farmers with the market and demand for 

the crops, and proper education of farmers 

with regards to the crops sown. 

We can only hope that the existing political 

parties have learnt their lessons from the 

current crisis and will continue forward with 

better vision for the future. 

 

India’s Political environment and the 

question of women’s representation 

Arnav Narain 

[BA(Hons) Economics, IIIrd Year] 

arnavnarain.narain@gmail.com 

Following the attack on the CRPF convoy in 

Pulwama district of Kashmir which claimed 

the lives of 44 CRPF soldiers, the 

government retaliated in a highly politicised 

airstrike in POK.  Though the action taken 

by the Indian Air Force and the Centre was 

highly commendable, the following 

politicization of the event was surely 

uncalled for and unnecessary.  

The media coverage and the following war 

mongering by many media houses and 

political parties was akin to the aftermath of 

the surgical strikes. The stance of many 

political parties on these incidents was 

politically motivated, what is even more 

disturbing is the usage of the Indian defence 

forces to garner political mileage. This 

represents the current predicament of the 

Indian political sphere, but this is just the 



metaphorical tip of the iceberg, as it just 

only partially represents the scenario of 

India’s political environment. 

The early Greek philosophers believed 

politics to be the noblest of all professions, 

but the reality of India is clear. The politics 

in India is far from being anything close to 

noble. The current government was elected 

on the basis of their promises to empower 

the youth by providing the jobs. But as India 

enters the year of the general elections; the 

government has been surrounded in 

controversy. It was alleged that the 

government tried to suppress the release of 

National Sample Survey Organisation’s 

(NSSO) report on unemployment, the 

allegations were further strengthened by the 

resignation of the independent members 

from NSSO, leaving only two government 

appointed members. But still the NSSO 

reports came in the public domain and 

showed a staggering 45 year high 

unemployment rate, although this data must 

be taken with a grain of salt as there has 

been no official confirmation of this number. 

The Vice Chairman of the NITI Aayog Rajiv 

Kumar has defended the government by 

citing that the report is yet to be finalized. 

But even then, one thing is clear that the 

government has failed to deliver ‘Acche 

Din’ especially when it comes to the job 

market. There have been many other 

allegations that the current government has 

damaged the integrity of many independent 

organisations including the premier 

investigating agency, the CBI. The present 

government has also discontinued the 

Labour Bureau’s quarterly enterprises 

survey and the annual Employment-

Unemployment Survey.  All this hints 

toward the information asymmetry that the 

government is trying to create. 

The biggest problem of the Indian Political 

scenario is the lack of a strong opposition 

and a decent leader of opposition. Earlier, 

the Indian political scene was not able to 

provide a decent opposition to the Congress 

but that was overcome by the BJP. But the 

same problem plagues the country now. 

With politicians in many political parties as 

well as in the INC not recognising Rahul 

Gandhi as a strong leader, fractionalisation 

of the opposition has taken place. Though 

the recent “Maha-gadbandhan” (Mega 

Coalition) being formed may be regarded as 

a positive step towards forming a better 

opposition, the public sentiment is clear that 

this coalition will not stand the test of time 

and has only been formed for the purpose of 

defeating Narendra Modi. Due to the 

opposition not doing its job, the Supreme 

Court has risen as a check and balance for 

the centre. The SC has been the most 

progressive institution of India and has 

offered respite in the time of exacerbation of 

the political scenario. 

 Indian politics, as politics all around the 

world, has always taken advantage of the 

short-sighted nature of people. But the 

problem in India is even more nuanced. 

With the emergence of the farm sector crisis 

in India, loan waivers have emerged as the 

single most potent tool for winning 

elections. The congress government 

registered wins, though on slim margins, in 

Chhattisgarh, Madhya Pradesh and 

Rajasthan primarily due to the promises of 



loan waivers. The current government has 

also tried to woo the farmers in their Interim 

Budget by announcing direct cash transfer 

for farmers. Though the move of the centre, 

with regards to unilateral transfers, was in 

line with economic theory; it still reflects the 

fact that no political party is looking for the 

long term benefits of the country.  Though 

the current government is accredited with 

improving the country’s macroeconomic 

front, the current promise of massive loan 

waivers, direct benefit transfers etc .were not 

supported by any plan to finance these 

expenditures. Thus these are likely to put 

pressure on the Fiscal deficit of India. All 

these developments are encapsulated by this 

well put quote, “Economics ends when 

politics begins”. 

The BJP government, in an attempt to please 

the youth of the country, recently announced 

a 10% reservation atop the 49.5% 

reservation for the Economically Weaker 

Section in the General category. This 

reservation in itself was surrounded with 

controversy, as many were challenging the 

very high bar of 8 lakh p.a. for determining 

the EWS category. Hence reservation 

politics is seeing a steady return in India.  

Hence the political scenario in India can at 

best be described as being problematic. 

But there is an even more potent question 

looming around Indian politics: 

Where are the women? 

Politics in this country has always been male 

dominated. This is reflected in the fact that 9 

out of every 10 legislatures are men. Also, 

Lok Sabha only had 11.8% female MLAs 

and the Rajya Sabha only boasted a very low 

11% women MPs. But despite this sombre 

situation, whenever the question of women’s 

representation in politics is discussed in the 

public sphere, people are very eager to quote 

the examples of the 1
st
 female PM of the 

country Indira Gandhi or Pratibha Patil or 

Sushma swaraj. But people often forget that 

these women represent anomalies in the 

Indian political scenario, rather than a 

general trend in representation of women in 

politics. Just the question of whether Indira 

Gandhi would’ve become the Prime minister 

of the country if she wasn’t the daughter of 

Pandit J.L. Nehru speaks volumes about the 

condition of Women’s representation in the 

political landscape. As data suggests, female 

voting turnouts have been consistently 

higher than their counterparts but despite 

this fact women still remain 

underrepresented.  This problem even 

remains after the 1994 amendment of the 

constitution which reserved 1/3
rd

 seats in 

urban and rural democratic bodies.  India 

currently lags behind many of its 

neighbouring countries, including Pakistan, 

Nepal, Bangladesh and Afghanistan, in 

terms of women’s political representation 

which presents a very shameful picture of 

India in a socioeconomic and political 

context.  

There are a multitude of structural and 

ideological problems that caused this 

situation of underrepresentation. These 

structural limitations either don’t let women 

enter politics altogether or, if the women 

enters, don’t let them progress. Firstly, the 

major problem any women faces is the 

pressure of conforming to the predefined 



norms and roles of the society. Even in the 

21
st
 century it is unfathomable for many 

people, including women themselves, to 

imagine a woman in politics; and this belief 

is furthered by the lack of a role model for 

women in the political scenario or presence 

of women in general. Thus this creates a 

self-validating cycle of societal pressure that 

keeps women from entering the arena of 

politics. Secondly, illiteracy is another very 

big barrier for women. It has been shown 

that women’s literacy rate of 53.7% is 

highly lagging behind the men’s literacy 

ratio of 75.3%. The discrimination in 

education coupled with discrimination faced 

by women on many socioeconomic fronts 

are the major problems that women entering 

politics face. Lastly, and most importantly, 

the national political parties both incumbent 

and the opposition have taken very less 

active steps in promoting the role of women 

in their parties. Though the INC and the BJP 

have made separate women’s wings in their 

political parties, they have done little to 

promote the role of women in the 

mainstream running of the political 

institution. Despite both of the largest parties 

(BJP and INC) actively supporting the 

legislation of 33% reservation for women in 

their rhetoric, they have done very little to 

actively support their claims. 

These problems have led to the skewed and 

underrepresentation of 49% of the 

population of India. As B.R. Ambedkar once 

said,” political power is the key to all social 

progress”. The problem of women’s 

representation has to be tackled for better 

and all-inclusive growth of India. The 

political environment of India should 

represent the actual socioeconomics 

conditions prevailing in the country because 

that is how a country would actually succeed 

in a democracy. 

 

On War and Economics  
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“In no instance has a country benefitted 

from prolonged warfare” 

- Sun Tzu, The Art of War 

 

“In no instance has a country benefitted 

from prolonged warfare … but big banks 

and crony capitalists surely do.” 

- (Not) Sun Tzu, The Art of War 

 

Ludwig Von Mises, the influential late 

Austrian economist said that wars are the 

evolved consequences of disruptions in the 

free market economy (termed, 

‘interventionism’). According to him, a 

globalized economy in which there were no 

restrictions to trade would lead to the 

greatest amount of peace among people. 

How? Well, according to him, trade makes 

people more inter-dependent; and the more 

one country is dependent upon the other 

countries for its needs, the less reason any 

country has to cause disturbances in the 

system and create conflicts.  

He saw the role of state as the biggest in 

waging wars. Naturally, he advocated for the 

minimal restrictions on trade by the state. 

Restrictions on foreign trading (termed as 

‘protectionism’) which are aimed at helping 



the local producers to compete globally, 

according to Mises, hurt the interests of 

foreign players and created international 

conflicts.  

But is historical evidence conclusive of 

Mises’ theory? Not very much! Historical 

evidence shows that wars cannot be reduced 

to a single causation of ‘disruptions in the 

marketplace’, but are extremely complex 

phenomena motivated by elements of all 

kinds. Mises, however, was right in his 

definition of the role of state. He correctly 

saw war as a, “purposeful, organized, 

military conflict involving at least one 

state”.  

Quite obviously, not all the people 

participating in a war give their consent in 

its support, and definitely not the people 

being targeted. Which other institution than 

a state is capable of mobilising such a huge 

amount of physical and human capital to 

armed combat? All wars have a purpose. 

They do not arise suddenly out of 

uncontrollable circumstances. A state may 

very well conceal the purpose from its 

people effectively, but there is always a 

purpose, and this explains that wars are also 

organized mobilisation of the scarce 

resources at a state’s disposal.  

Now that we have some amount of clarity 

over how a war might start, let us ask 

ourselves a question. Who really benefits 

from a war? 

The loser? No, absolutely not! The victor? 

Again, no! The victor country loses right 

alongside its rival while the war goes on, 

until the rival decided to surrender or is 

completely wiped out. Does the state gain? 

Not always. History does have tempting 

evidences to support the sweeping statement 

that “wars win elections”, but the state 

doesn’t always benefit. But there is a sect of 

people who always get out of a war 

wealthier and more prosperous – The banks 

and the big private firms.  

How, we might ask ourselves? Well, the 

answer to this question is the prime subject 

of this essay. To arrive at the answer, we 

must first analyse what it takes to wage a 

war. Where do banks and private firms fit in 

our analysis of war-mongering? And how 

exactly is it in their interest to promote war 

and if so, how do they promote war? 

 

“War is the continuation of politics by other 

means”  

- Carl Von Clausewitz 

 

To explain why my sweeping conclusion 

makes sense, I shall begin with the question 

of what it takes to wage a war! In other, how 

do governments finance wars? Well, war 

finance is pretty much like any other 

expenditure that government finances. It has 

three primary sources – Taxes, Borrowing 

and Inflation.  

Now, factually speaking, through the course 

of history, taxes have become the most 

unpopular way to finance anything, and 

when financing war, they can prove to be a 

disaster. The home country people can come 

to realize much quickly than a government 

might wish that their hard-earned money is 

going to destruction and in no way is it 

going to be good for them either. Financing 

the war through borrowing is where banks 

come into picture. This is often a very 

popular method among governments to 

finance their battles.  On the face of it, 

borrowing appears to be costless, but it can 



eat up the entire nation. In addition to that, if 

during a war the borrower nation ever gets 

to the back-foot, his credit worthiness goes 

to dust like smoke in the air. Banks then 

have the power to exploit the entire future of 

a nation and its people.  

Before the creation of the private banking 

sector, wars were financed by taking loans 

from rich moneylenders, the goldsmiths and 

the nobility class (See, the Epoch Times 

report). The wars, thus, however brutal and 

long, were limited in their capacity for 

collateral destruction, in that there were 

limitations to finance. With the origin of 

modern privately-owned banks (Bank of 

England being one of the first examples) and 

modern technology and credit system, the 

destructive capacity (both in time length and 

damage capability) of any armed conflict 

increased multi-fold. The First World War 

was one such phenomenon.  

It was during WW1 that the Wall Street 

financed English and French governments’ 

purchases of weapons, and eventually 

transformed from a ‘headquarters of finance, 

to the greatest industrial mart the world had 

ever known.’ The role of Wall Street 

expanded and it began dealing in 

submarines, shells, cannons, weapons, 

clothing, food, blankets and thousands of 

other things required in the prosecution of 

the Great War. (John Moody, ‘The Masters 

of Capital – A Chronicle of Wall 

Street’).This is just one example of how 

private banks very often rise to prosperity 

during armed conflicts among nations. Many 

a times, a bank has been found to finance 

both the opposing parties of war, and 

making huge sums of money.  

Many other such examples can be given. But 

let us return, for the moment, to ways of 

financing war. The third, and often the 

method that goes undetected by the people 

(hence, its popularity among governments) 

is inflation.  

How does this happen? Mises, once again, 

provides a satisfactory explanation. During 

wartime, the production basket of a country 

changes drastically from ordinary peace time 

consumer goods to wartime goods. This 

greatly shrinks the consumption basket of 

the people, making them worse off. 

Secondly, in the capital goods sector, the 

inconvertible ‘specialised’ capital goods 

remain idle and go to rust, because they are 

useful for the production of normal peace 

time goods and not so much in the 

production of weapons, fighter jets, aircraft 

etc. The convertible capital goods, on the 

other hand, tend to be overused.  

There is a ‘sudden, immediate’ shift to the 

production of wartime defence and attack 

equipment. To pay for this, government 

resorts to printing its own money rapidly 

(sometimes called ‘Seigniorage’ in 

economic jargon). Normally, printing money 

by the central government creates inflation. 

But since this new money does not 

immediately go into the circular flow of 

income, but straightaway to the 

manufacturers of the military and aircraft 

equipment, for a while, it appears as though 

there is no inflation. This paves the way for 

short term fooling of the people, by the 

government, of the illusionary ‘wartime’ 

prosperity, which results in the war being 

stretched longer than it should, causing more 

collateral damage along the course.  

This is where privately-owned big 

manufacturing firms enter the picture of 

war! And this trend of privately 

manufacturing wartime equipment (and 



through it, war itself), a trend that was 

perfected in the United States during the Iraq 

War, has well paved its way in India. The 

inefficiency of the public sector enterprise 

Hindustan Aeronautics Limited (HAL) has 

led to big guns like TATA, Mahindra and 

Mahindra, Adani Group and the Ambanis 

among others to enter the competition to bid 

for costly aircraft and weapon artillery 

manufacturing. (Economic Times report). 

As the old Indian saying goes, “UPA and 

NDA alliances may come and go, but 

Ambanis and Adanis shall remain.”  

Recently, the U.S. based manufacturer 

Lockheed Martin seems to have seen a 

potential in India for export of the 

technology to produce fighter aircrafts, and 

is competing against big guns like Dassault 

(of Rafale fame) Boeing etc. to secure the 

Indian bid.  

This shall be seen as a huge success of PM 

Modi’s ‘Make in India’ initiative, and is 

seen as absolutely necessary (Business 

Today report). The urgency is further 

pressed because of the fact that India’s 

aviation fleet is ageing. The Mig-21 fighter 

aircrafts that were advanced in the 1960s are 

becoming ‘vintage’ fast and this was felt in 

the recent aerial confrontation between India 

and Pakistani forces, when one of the Indian 

aircrafts was shot down by the Pakistani 

forces. It is a sad reality that no matter how 

much we flex our muscle, the Indian Armed 

Forces and the Indian Air Force right now 

face a serious crisis, which seems to be 

neglected in the name of nationalist chest 

thumping. But that is another subject of 

discussion.  

But how do these big banks and large 

private firms create war? Easy, they promote 

it, sometimes directly, sometimes implicitly. 

They have a monetary stake in nearly all of 

the big media houses and publishing houses. 

You’ll see them supporting politicians who 

support war over peaceful means (any 

hint?). You see the newspapers/channels 

they have a stake in, rake up the public 

sentiment repeatedly. You see the magazines 

calling for arms as solution to political 

conflicts on a weekly or monthly basis. And 

they enjoy huge government support, no 

matter which government is in power (any 

hint again?). The important question 

however, is how do we prevent wars? Well, 

the answer is not really easy. It is an 

ideological question, and the role of 

institutions of any country comes to play. 

We, as a generation of aware (woke) 

millennials must confirm all the sources of a 

controversial or inciting news piece before 

acting upon it. The forces of vice shall 

always push us to hate other people, even 

the people near us. But it is our job to dissect 

such forces and get away from their reach. 

Because, the fundamental reality is, ordinary 

people don’t want war.  

 

The question of ‘Autonomisation’ of 

universities and the expenditure of the 

budgets on education 

Ishita pandey  

[BA(hons) economics, II Year] 

Ishi98pandey@gmail.com 

 

Making another bold comeback in the 

previous year, the Narendra Modi led NDA 

government announced the news of the 

UGC’s decision to apparently ‘autonomize’ 

60 universities all across the country, in its 

bid to transform the higher education sector 

of the country into a world class learning 

hub. It is imperative to know what exactly is 



implied by the idea ‘Autonomisation of 

Universities’ 

A university is autonomous when it 

“exercises independent control over its day-

to-day operations and curriculum. It is 

generally associated with universities or 

institutions and means that the sponsoring 

state does not have control over academic 

matters of the school. Conversely, 

universities that are not autonomous 

generally have their academic programs 

and/or curriculum controlled and even 

dictated by the state's Ministry of Education 

or government agency regulating higher 

education.” 

What this actually means is that an 

autonomous University will have the right to 

develop their own courses, decide their own 

pattern of curriculum, their own evaluation 

methods and the admission criteria. 

Considering the stagnant state of affairs of 

the current education system and the higher 

education sector, this move seems to be 

revolutionary in the image of all other 

actions taken by this government.  

Moreover, most of the impacts seemed 

almost positive. But then next question we 

should ponder on is what exactly motivated 

the major opposition against the policy. 

This Government since its very first year of 

reign has been infamous for supporting 

privatisation and worshipping the profit 

motivated market economy methods to fish 

out the inefficiencies in the system rather 

than trying to clean the system itself.  

Their Neo Liberal propaganda received 

widespread criticism for using the US model 

of development to bring their growth 

prospects of the country back on track. 

The major question here is what this 

apparent ‘autonomization’ holds for the 

Indian System of Education. Some very 

obvious pros are the freedom from structural 

deficiencies that exist in the Large 

University systems.  

Every new decision or suggestion needs to 

go through layers and layers of board 

approvals, UGC approvals etc. More so, the 

colleges will be free to include courses with 

high global employability and scope. The 

seat numbers will be decided on the basis of 

the demand for courses. 

Mostly positive views have been recorded 

by the students of recently autonomized 

institutions like Fergusson’s college, 

Symbiosis, MIT University Pune, etc. The 

students expressed their approval on the 

immediate change in the decision-making 

structure of the colleges, fast and easy 

management, world class infrastructure 

opportunities that improved their practical 

knowledge of the subject and increased the 

level of exposure.  

More so, the inclusion of greater faculty 

strength during the evaluation procedure 

seemed to have brought in greater 

transparency and credibility in the result 

systems, in addition to the feedback system 

making the faculty more responsible and 

efficient towards delivering their 

responsibilities. The UGC clearly ordered 

the Universities to follow the existing 

reservation norms, and the prospects of 

stipulating autonomy for a certain period of 

time which would be followed by a 

revaluation of the University’s progress. 

Clearly reservations and the rights of the 

secluded masses are seemingly unharmed 

here, but then what exactly got the Central 



Universities so fired up over the 

infringements of the Citizen’s right to 

Education? Controversies arose over the 

policy being the government’s shield in 

refusing to offer funds to the higher 

education sector, and its avoidance in the 

management of the universities and their 

affairs.  

The major consequence to the scheme 

appears to be the exclusion of the 

economically backward sections of the 

country and their right to lead a dignified 

life.  

The greatest fact in support of the above lies 

in the already piled up educated 

unemployed, the rates of which have 

apparently reached an all-time high of 6.1%, 

and now, the increase in the uneducated 

unemployed would be the final setback to 

the country in terms of its growth prospects. 

The situation will become the same as the 

United States universities, that do offer 

world class education, but only to those who 

can afford it. Even their scholarship schemes 

fail to help the large numbers of the 

American students who decide to drop out 

due to the financial pressure. 

The situation may become even worse for 

the country where the higher fee structure to 

maintain the cost of a world class education 

system might come at the cost of educating 

our girls, whose futures might still be the 

first to be compromised in a crisis like this.  

According to experts, until there is a change 

in the education system structure, no 

amounts of ‘autonomization’ experiments 

will be able to bring about a change in the 

stagnancy of the sector. The last and the 

final question arises with regard to the 

rollback of the budgets in terms of 

education.  

India currently has the largest youth 

population in the world which will reach a 

peak of 34.33% in 2020. However, the funds 

allotted to higher education sector continue 

to remain a miserable 1.47% of GDP which 

explains how it fails to address the needs of 

this population. The stage seems almost set 

for the country to become a world Leader, 

but not until it takes the right steps in the 

right direction. 

Investment in Research and Development is 

essential to keep the economy growth 

sustained. It is also defined as Cutting Edge 

Growth.  

The presence of Ideas is imperative in 

boosting production and equivalently growth 

and higher standards of living. India’s 

investment in R&D was almost the same as 

China’s in the year 2000, it continued to fall 

in comparison to China’s in the year 2016, 

whose R&D expenditure was 2.11% 

whereas India’s was around 0.73-0.87 % 

which was the least amongst all the 

Members of the BRICs.  

The Government move to launch the HEFA 

(Higher Education Funding Agency) and 

spent around Rs. 2750 crores in the previous 

year, has been criticised by many as being a 

transition of the of the UGC from being a 

funding agency to a loan granting agency 

which will ultimately have to be returned.  

A possible solution lies in realising the need 

for channelized expenditure on each and 

every sector and for the Government and the 

opposition to work together, keeping the 

Country and its well-being first.  

 



The 13-Point roster, Social Justice and 

stalled public sector recruitments 

Arnav Narain 
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Imagine that no OBC, SC or ST teacher is 

recruited for the next 100 years! That would 

represent a future that is as much 

unconstitutional as much it is unfair. 

Democracy is based on the principle of 

equal representation and the recent 13-point 

roster is against that very principle.  

The ordinance to introduce the 13-point 

roster was met with a large scale opposition 

by teachers, students and political parties 

alike.  

Many students and teachers carried out 

marches to show their discontentment with 

the Government’s new take on the 

recruitment process. As all the colleges and 

universities that are affiliated with the UGC 

will fall in the ambit of the new 13-point 

roster, widespread protests were seen in 

universities like JNU, DU and Punjab 

University. But what was the reason for 

which this controversial roster system was 

undertaken by the government? 

The 200-point roster and its problems  

The 200-point roster system considers the 

entire university as a unit while undertaking 

the process of recruitment of professors, 

associate professors and assistant professors. 

Under this system, out of any 200 vacancies 

99 were for the reserved category teachers in 

accordance with the 49.5% reservation. In 

2017, the Allahabad (now Prayagraj) High 

court passed a judgement that invalidated 

the 200-point roster because it was leading 

to a situation where many departments, on 

an individual level, did not have 

representation of reserved and unreserved 

categories in accordance with the 

constitutional requirement. As the entire 

university was considered as one unit, the 

distribution of the teachers in individual 

departments was highly skewed leading to 

scenarios where all teachers in a department 

were unreserved (or reserved).  The 

argument against the 200-point roster system 

was the violation of Article 14 and 16, as 

without the consideration of the department 

as a unit it led to a situation where many 

departments didn’t have teachers that were 

representative of the constitutional 

requirement of reservations.  It was citing 

these limitations that the SC upheld the 

decision of the Allahabad High Court. 

The 13-point roster   

An apparent solution to the above problem 

was to simply consider the department as a 

unit, thus easily solving the problem of 

misrepresentation in each and every 

department, that is undertake department 

wise reservation system. But the 13-point 

roster system in itself was plagued with a lot 

of problems. Under this system, the full 

representation of reservation will only 

happen when there are 14 vacancies in a 

department. In this roster system, every 4
th

 

position would be reserved for OBC while 

the 7
th

 and 13
th

 positions would be reserved 

for SC and ST categories respectively. Thus, 

this presented a very big problem in the 



practical consideration of the system. Given 

the slow rate of vacancy generation in the 

university, the problem is exponential when 

it comes to departments, hence the protests 

citing the absence of reserved teachers from 

the recruitment process for 100 years was 

not ill-suited. The roster also violates the 

constitutional decree to reserve 49.5% of the 

seats, as the current system only offers a 

reservation of 35.71%. This would even 

exacerbate the current problem of 

underrepresentation of the reserved 

category. 

The 13-point rooster along with the 

reduction in the funding of central 

universities points towards the outlook of 

the government towards higher education in 

India that is highly favouring the idea of 

privatising higher education completely in 

the long run. Funding for education has 

come down from 0.49 per cent of the GDP 

in 2017-18 to 0.45 per cent of the GDP in 

the coming year. Higher education has 

suffered similar fund cuts, from 0.21 per 

cent of the GDP to 0.19 per cent. Allocation 

for the University Grants Commission has 

been cut, from previous year’s revised 

estimates of Rs. 4,922.74 crore to Rs. 

4,722.75 crore in 2018-19. These budgetary 

contractions with regards to higher 

education show that the government is 

trying to reduce its active involvement in 

higher education. Also, the 30:70 funding 

formula which calls for the colleges to raise 

30% of their own funding has been the 

central issue of many protests. All these 

steps of the government would make higher 

education highly inaccessible to the majority 

of the population. 

Another very severe problem emerged from 

this scenario. In response to the protests 

surrounding the implementation of the 13-

point roster, on 20
th

 April 2018, the UGC 

instructed all universities to put recruitments 

of teachers on hold. Thus, in effect, 

providing an ultimatum and leaving no 

scope for a democratic dissent. This stalling 

of recruitment has been putting pressure on 

all the teachers that work on an ad-hoc basis. 

On 7
th

 march 2019, the centre finally 

upturned the SCs decision and passed an 

ordinance to restore the 200-point roster. 

The move came 2 days after a nationwide 

‘bharat bandh’ was organised by adivasi, 

dalit rights groups.  

This move is also laden with political 

motivations as the general elections are just 

around the corner. Hence, we’ve come full 

circle and again face the problems of the 

200-point roster, but the 200-point roster 

would any day be preferred over the 

troublesome, anti-Dalit, anti-Adivasi, Anti-

backward, 13-point roster. By winning this 

one battle, let’s not forget about the war. 

Our education system is at the verge of a 

very decisive make or break point.  

भारत का मौजूदा राजनीततक पररपेक्ष: समस्याएं 
और चनुौततयााँ 

बजेृश कुमार यादव  

अर्थशास्त्र (ववशषे), ततृीय वषथ  
brijeshkumaryadav782@gmail.com 

वतथमान वातावरण में भारतीय राजनीतत की 
ददशा काफी हद तक कॉर्पोरेट सेक्टर के द्वारा  
तनयंत्ररत की जा रही  है. क्योंकक  बड़ े -बड़ े 



उद्योगर्पतत  राजतनततक दलों को चन्दा  देने के 

नाम र्पर र्पानी की तरह र्पैसा बहा रहे हैं, बदले में 
वे मनमतुात्रबक सरकार का गठन होने र्पर अर्पन े

व्यक्क्तगत दहत की नीततयााँ एवं कजथ-माफी 
आदद करवा रहे हैं. 

ऐ.डी.आर (एसोससएशन फॉर डमेोके्रदटक 

ररफॉर्मसथ) की एक ररर्पोटथ के मुतात्रबक वषथ 2013-

14 में राष्ट्रीय राजनीततक दलों (भाजर्पा, 
कान्रेस, एन.सी.र्पी, सी.र्पी.आई, बसर्पा आदद) के 

चन्दो में वर्पछले वषथ की तुलना में 100 % से 
अधिक की ववृि देखी गई. कोइ ताज्जुब नही ंकक 

राजनैततक सांठ-गांठ से होने वाली कर्थ की चोरी 
भी उसी तेर्ी से बढ़ी.   

भारतीय राजनीतत 2014 के चनुाव से ही लगातार 

व्यक्क्त-कें दित होती चली जा रही है.  2014 के 

आम चनुावों से र्पहले सत्तासीन भाजर्पा और 

उनके सहयोगी दलों की 6 राज्यों में सरकारें र्ी 
लेककन 2019 के आम चनुाव से र्पहले 16 राज्यों 
में इनकी सरकारें हैं, और ये सभी चनुाव व्यक्क्त-

कें दित लड़ ेगये. 

आज के समय में भी भारतीय राजनीती में 
र्पररवारवाद,  सार्मरदायवाद  और जाततवाद हावी 
है. भारत में राजनीततक दल संवैिातनक 

संस्त्र्ाओ ं का भी मनचाहा इस्त्तेमाल करते हैं। 
हाल ही में भारतीय ररर्वथ बैंक के गवनथर रह चकेु 

उक्जथत र्पटेल और रघुराम राजन जी ने भी कैश- 

ररर्वथ आदद के तनिाथरण में संस्त्र्ागत स्त्वायत्ता 
और केन्ि सरकार की बेजा दखलअनदार्ी को ले 

कर बार-बार सवाल उठाया मगर उसकी कोई 

सुनवाई नहीं हुई.  

आजकल र्पुसलस और अफसरशाही स े ले कर 

न्यायालयों तक लगभग सभी सरकारी संस्त्र्ाओ 

का असर्मवैिातनक राजनीततक इस्त्तेमाल ककया 
जा रहा है. हाल ही में सुरीम कोटथ के चार जजों की 
संयुक्त रेसवाताथ को देखा जाए या सीबीआई 

बनाम सीबीआई वाले रकरण को,  रवतथन 

तनदेशालय (एनफोसथमेंट डायरेक्टरेट) के 

दरुूर्पयोग का किस्त्सा हो या भारतीय चनुाव 

आयोग के कनाथटक वविानसभा चनुाव की 
तारीख बतान े से र्पहले ही इस सूचना का  
सावथजतनक हो जाना हो, रजातंर और 

रजातांत्ररक संस्त्र्ानों र्पर मंडराता खतरा साफ़ 

नर्र आ रहा है.  

राजनीततक ववशषेज्ञ, चनुाव ववश्लेषक और 

ववर्पक्ष सब न े एलेक्रोतनव वोदटगं रकक्रया 
(ईवीएम) के इस्त्तेमाल र्पर भी सवाल उठाये मगर 

सरकार और चनुाव आयोग ने इन आर्पक्त्तयों का 
कोई संज्ञान नहीं सलया. देश में र्पहले भी चनुाव 

ईवीएम से न होकर बैलेट र्पेर्पर र्पर होता र्ा और 

अभी भी राम र्पंचायतो का चनुाव बैलेट र्पेर्पर र्पर 

ही कराये जाते है, कफर लोक सभा चनुाव ईवीएम 

से ही करवाए जान ेका आरह क्यों? यह सवाल 

भी कई दफा र्पूछा गया और हर बार अनतु्तररत 

रहा.  

मौजूदा कें ि सरकार में यह बात भी खास है कक 

यह सरकार  2014  के आम चनुावो में  महाँगाई, 

काला िन, भ्रष्ट्टाचार, बेरोर्गारी आदद क्जन भी 



समस्त्याओं को चनुावी मुद्दा बनाया उनमे से 
ककसी र्पर काम न करते हुए, र्पांच साल 

आतंकवाद, र्पाककस्त्तान, राष्ट्रवाद, लव-क्जहाद, 

घर-वार्पसी आदद मुद्दों र्पर लगा ददए.   

जो भी राजनीततक दल भाजर्पा के खखलाफ चनुाव 

में उतारते हुए नई सरकार के गठन की कोसशश 

करेंगे, उनके सामने सबसे बड़ा मुद्दा कफल्हाल 

बेरोजगारी होगा। वतथमान भारतीय राजनीती के 

र्पररदृश्य में लोगो की आधर्थक क्स्त्र्तत को मजबूत 

करने के सलए बेरोजगारी सबसे बड़ा मुद्दा है।  

बेरोजगारी न ससफथ  लोगों की आजीववका, जीवन 

स्त्तर कल्याण को तब करता है,  देश के संसािनों 
के उधचत रबंिन को भी सीिे रभाववत करता हैं। 

सूचना के अधिकार के आने से भी जो र्पारदसशथता 
आनी र्ी, राजनीततक हस्त्तक्षेर्प और  राजनीततक 

इच्छा-शक्क्त के अभाव म ,ं नहीं आ र्पायी। हाल के 

कुछ वषो में यह भी देखा गया कक आधर्थक व 

सामाक्जक रुर्प से वर्पछड़ े कुछ युवा जैस े कक 

कन्हैया कुमार, हाददथक र्पटेल, शहेला राशीद, 

क्जग्नेश मेवानी आदद ने भी राजनीती में अर्पनी 
उर्पक्स्त्र्तत दजथ करायी, मगर कुल समलाकर 

उनकी तादात बहुत कम है और इस ेऔर बढान े

की र्रुरत है. 

इस लेख में उठाए गए सभी मुद्दों र्पर बात हो और 

इनका हल तनकाला जाये यह न ससफथ  भारतीय 

राजनीतत को स्त्वस्त्र् और रगततशील बनाने के 

सलए र्रूरी है, लोकतांत्ररक व्यवस्त्र्ा को बनाये 

रखने के सलए भी अतत-आवश्यक है। 

Politics is not my cup of tea!  

Jasmine Jha 

jasminejha91@gmail.com 

As a young girl, whenever asked what I 

would want to be when I grow up, I always 

picked one among the white collared jobs 

like of a doctor, teacher or scientist. Upon 

reaching my teenage, however, there came a 

time when I wanted to become a politician. 

But people discouraged this idea, which is 

perhaps why I also eventually gave it up.  

This, I believe, is the case with many young 

girls. Why is that women are not encouraged 

to join politics? Politics deeply involves the 

ability for decision making, which 

frequently favours males over their female 

counterparts. Everyday lives of women are 

put under control of several kinds, taking 

away their power to exercise free choice and 

agency. Most households give space to 

patriarchal suppression of women, 

sometimes by taking away power 

deliberately through violence or threats, or 

sometimes through elaborate systems of 

domination and control which relegate the 

woman to typical household duties. Strong 

stereotyping around what a woman can do, 

or should do, has also negatively affected 

political decision-making, starting with 

giving women only duties of running a 

household, or maintaining a family – 

consciously trying to keep them away from 

practicing profession which put them in the 

public life.  

Despite the fact that women account for 49 

percent of the population, their participation 

in the policy-making and administration is 

incredibly low. Ignoring the long-standing 



demands of reservation of seats in the 

political arena, women representation in the 

parliament today stands at a mere 11 

percent.  

Although the situation at in local village 

assemblies has improved due to reservation 

of seats in panchayats (although largely 

appropriated by their husbands, fondly 

called ‘sarpanch-pati’), women’s 

representation in the Lok Sabha only rose by 

1 percentage between the years 2010-17. 

The Economic Survey 2017-18 attributes the 

disparity in figures to the lack of support 

from society and family members that keeps 

women from participating in politics. The 

survey further explains that this is the result 

of the prevailing culture attitude in India 

combined with the burden of domestic 

responsibilities that are pegged on women. 

Even developed countries like Japan have 

underwhelming women participation in 

politics at a mere 15 percent. But the 

question isn’t of economic development -- 

Rwanda, a country that falls under the 

United Nations (UN) ‘Least developed 

countries’ category, boasts of a women 

participation of up to 60 percent. 

The determinant factor, instead, is the role of 

patriarchy in society. Data shows that 

women participation only dips below 15 

percent in countries facing a severe case of 

male domination, like in India. 

In fact, Indian politics is the epitome of 

‘machoism’ and masculinity. Patriarchy is 

much more pronounced in this field relative 

to its counterparts. Many of us think that 

women participation has improved because 

of the sheer rise in number.  

The phenomenon can be correlated to the 

debate that most people have around 

unemployment. When unemployment 

decreases in percentage, it’s not actually an 

improvement if it’s not complemented by an 

improvement in the dignity and quality of 

work that’s available. 

So, even though the women representation is 

increasing -- that too just by 1 percent -- it is 

not an improvement. The working 

environment, societal perception and actual 

empowerment all have a long way to go 

before it can truly be considered a success.  

Often miniscule actions may seem 

insignificant but they have a heavy bearing 

on the psyche. Indian politics feeds society 

with different labels and stereotypes for ‘its 

women’ which we accept, without 

questioning it, and then listen to the same 

people rant on about women empowerment.  

This deep rooted problem can be seen 

through the lost identities of most female 

politicians. The existence of a unique 

identity for an individual is really important. 

It provides you with self-worth and helps 

you carve a niche in the society.  

An important part of that identity is a 

person’s name. Unfortunately, women in 

politics who hold major stature are not 

generally referred to by their names but by 

the so-called ‘respected roles’ that they are 

supposed to play in the society like ‘behnji’, 

‘didi’, ‘amma’ etc. These are the roles that 

society expects them to play in order to be a 



‘respectable’ woman. It may seem that they 

are being respected but should women only 

be acknowledged according to the so-called 

roles that they were raised to perform or by 

relations that they are supposed to take care 

of?  

When a woman when is only judged by the 

roles that society wants her to play -- she 

loses her individuality. By that criteria, 

shouldn’t the men also be referred to as 

‘tauji’, ‘baba’ etc. in the political scenario? 

Is it not equally important for them to hold 

themselves up to the roles designated to 

them by society in order to gain respect?  

It’s not that men haven’t ever been defined 

by society’s roles but when we compare 

these situations they seem completely 

different. Men get their title after doing 

something extraordinary without having to 

sacrifice their individual identity. For 

women, on the other hand, it’s the other way 

around. They need to be ‘respectfully’ 

defined in order to establish any kind of 

standing in politics to begin with. 

The way language itself it structured plays 

an important role here. It acts as a reflection 

of patriarchy and helps in assigning a 

subordinate image of the women 

participating in politics by taking away their 

individuality. The creation of an 

environment that’s geared towards 

patriarchy, down to the way that it 

communicates, forces women to play along 

to gain followers who have are patriarchal in 

nature. 

In politics, it’s not uncommon to see 

character assassination being used as a 

weapon to disparage female contenders. It’s 

a perfect example of what is called ‘mother-

whore’ psyche. Society desexualizes women 

at home because they are either ‘the mother’ 

or ‘the sister’ but women outside the home 

can be sexualized freely. Evidence of this is 

prevalent is inter-party politics and it only 

seems to be saying that if a women isn’t a 

good daughter, sister or mother - then they 

cannot run a country. 

The imposition of the ‘mother-whore’ 

psyche isn’t limited to targeting female 

politicians but to any strong and independent 

women. Female reporters, authors and even 

academicians have been portrayed as though 

with villainous characters because they may 

disagree with a specific ideology. Even the 

entertainment industry is partially to blame 

for having made a business out of making 

women look like vamps. 

The most common argument against 

character assassination by many is that many 

women also participate in it. It’s that their 

actions are not justified but it should be 

pointed out, that in a lot of these cases, 

women are normally being used as puppets 

by their political parties in the name of 

future support and standing. For them it’s a 

rare opportunity that’s come their way to be 

a part of the limelight. It’s also a chance to 

gain support from voters that fall and believe 

in the umbrella of patriarchy. This won’t be 

the case in the first place if the political 

environment was supportive of their 

existence to begin with.  

Recently, a few youngsters have come out as 

budding politicians through different mass 

movements around the country. These are 



the people with no political family backing 

them and they’re doing great. But, even in 

this instance, the number of female strong 

young leaders was close to nil. Even in these 

new movements there appears to be no space 

for women -- or those women are not 

capable to rise from such movements? In the 

era where female activists like Sudha 

Bharadwaj, Medha Patkar and many more 

are participating actively and 

communicating with the masses, there is still 

no provision for a platform from where 

women can enter politics. Instead of judging 

the political patriarchy, we are judging the 

capability of women. I feel it is not the 

women, but the masses, which are still not 

ready to accept female leaders easily.  

If the government, the highest authority in 

the country, is discriminating in its own 

arena then how can there be improvement is 

other sphere of the country? This article isn’t 

about solving the problem of gender 

discrimination, but about asking the right 

questions. If you don’t question the existing 

disparities, then you can’t hope to change 

them.  

 

Hiding poverty at 6000 per annum with 

the new ‘Gareebi chipao’ yojana 

Simin Akhter 

siminakhter@gmail.com  

In the last week of February, 2019, the 

government of India announced a relief cash 

transfer of rupees 6000 per annum for rural 

households owning less than 2 hectares of 

land. With a total outlay of rupees 75,000 

crore, a first installment of rupees 2000 per 

head has already been transferred to each 

household under the scheme, something 

being claimed by the government as a 

magnum opus against poverty!  

Rupees 6000 per household per annum 

however, translates to only rupees 16.43 per 

day per family, a relief not only too meagre 

but also placed where it’d only conceal 

poverty rather than alleviate it. Let us look at 

how.  

The first argument being advanced in favour 

of the scheme assess the monthly per capita 

expenditure (MPCE) for the poorest 5%, 

claiming how a transfer of rupees 16.43 per 

day could translate to a substantial 

increment in food consumption at PDS food 

prices.  

This, it is claimed, will also lift up to 10% of 

the poor out of poverty. The argument is 

problematic at three levels. The sub-group of 

poor whose MPCE is analyzed to state how 

rupees 16.43 is actually a substantial transfer 

given their daily consumption averages, is 

actually too far below the poverty line, to be 

‘lifted out of poverty’ with a mere transfer 

of rupees 16.43.  

The transfer is also not likely to translate to 

increased food consumption by the poor, 

given the debilitating challenges faced by 

them in accessing food supplies through 

PDS (G S Bhalla, 1994, Per Pinstrup-

Anderson, 2002, Utsa Patnaik, 2007 and 

Amit Bhaduri, 2017). Ironically, the first 

installment paid to rural households under 

the scheme has also not reached this 

supposed beneficiary population but has 



rather been transferred to households 

owning substantial land, having bank 

accounts and valid legal proof of 

identification; all of which the ‘poorest’ 

usually lack.  

A write-up in defense of the scheme, written 

by development Economist Kirit Parikh, 

carried by the Indian Express on the 7
th

 of 

March, argues for the generalizability of the 

scheme for the entire nation, citing the 

example of Bihar to argue how 40% of the 

people there exhibited an expenditure below 

the poverty line before the transfer was 

made, while after the transfer only 30% of 

the population was found to be consuming 

below the poverty line after the transfer.  

The example not only presents a case of 

fallacy of composition in ignoring where the 

‘poor of Bihar’, stand vis a vis ‘India’s 

Poor’, thus overlooking whether and why 

the scheme’s generalizability is limited, it 

also presents fallacy of false equivalence in 

assessing the consumption of the poorest 

among the poor while looking at poverty-

gap for those closest to the poverty line, in 

assessing the scheme’s impact.  

Looking at how many ‘just below poverty’ 

households would rise ‘just above the 

poverty line’ with meagre transfers like 

these only attempts to conceal poverty rather 

than alleviate it.  

In the backdrop of how the Planning 

Commission has been dismantled, 

dispensing with ‘Yojana’ or long-term 

planning to give way to short-term policy or 

‘Niti’, the annual Economic Survey not 

being released this year and the 

government’s attempts to discredit NSSO 

data on employment, the government’s 

intent of playing around with data on 

economic indicators for vested political gain 

is not unobvious anymore.  

The more such cunning and shrewd tricks 

are employed however, to lead public 

imagination astray, the more the government 

stands exposed about its lack of commitment 

about poverty-alleviation, the least serious 

attempts ever, the cruelest joke played on 

poverty-alleviation historically!  

 

CLASS-ROOM TEACHING 

 

What happens when the government 

Rolls back education budget 

 

Shirin Akhter 

shirinakhternaqvi@gmail.com 

 

Expenditure on education is necessary not 

only for social and economic upliftment of 

people, it is also necessary for economic 

growth of any economy.  

 

We study that education is the key to human 

capital formation which is an essential input 

for growth of an economy.  

 

Even if we hold other parameters constant, 

an expansion of publically funded education 

leads to faster economic growth. However 

any expenditure on education pays back 

with a lag.  

 

For an individual any real benefits from 

education materialize not before at least 10 



to 12 years of sustained investment in 

education and for an economy the benefits 

are reaped in terms of increased productivity 

which takes a longer time.  

 

Any expenditure on education thus, is to be 

treated as an investment with a long yield 

lag. 

 

Looking at a democratic setup,  government 

needs to put in place policies that make the 

government popular (in face of lack of 

accountability) the government can easily 

cut funds from policies that give returns in 

the long run in favour of policies that are 

attractive in the short term. What should 

happen when education budget is cut down? 

In the short term, the economy witnesses a 

surplus of funds that can be used (with 

immediate effect) for popular policy 

measures like loan waivers and various 

transfer payments, making the subjects 

happy and the government a popular one!  

 

In the long term, the number of seats 

available for public education go down, 

number of students who could have 

benefitted from public education go down, 

education becomes a good available only for 

those who have the ability to pay and the 

poor are conveniently left to remain poor. 

Formal sector jobs and the organised job 

market seek labour with educational 

qualifications and thus the uneducated poor 

remain outside the formal and the organised 

job markets.  

 

Another thing that simultaneously happens 

is that when the public sector seats go down 

private players enter the market. Since 

demand is much higher than supply the price 

of education goes up and the former points 

are reinforced. Because the public sector 

education budget has been cut down, 

payment to teachers are adversely affected. 

Private players realise this fact and decrease 

the reimbursement for faculty.  

 

Good candidates choose not to work for less 

and leave the market only bad candidates 

remain and the quality of education falls. 

 

I call these two effects as the long term 

effects because they realise only with a long 

lag. In a democratic set up those who take 

and implement such decisions will never be 

questioned or held accountable so a 

democratic government would rather take 

rash but populist measures. Nonetheless, 

economy would face the adverse effects, the 

economic growth will slow down and 

countless numbers would be adversely 

affected. 

 

We need no data to understand the impacts 

of a policy that cuts down budget on 

education (or health) this is an outright 

damage to the growth prospects of the 

economy. Those of you who understand 

endogenous growth would be able to 

appreciate the compounded effect of such 

policies. Those who do not must still be able 

to understand that education (for all) is a 

cornerstone for economic growth and 

development. Any cut down on budget for 

educational should be taken very seriously. 

Withdrawal of a rupee spent on education 

leads to a compounded loss to the economy, 

especially in the long run! 

 



WORDS-WORTH 

- by Team Rise 

 

दंगा / गोरख पाण्डये 

इस बार दंगा बहुत बड़ा र्ा, 

खूब हुई र्ी 

खून की बाररश, 

अगले साल अच्छी होगी 

फसल 

मतदान की।  

 

This poem by Gorakh Pandey, a poet of the 

masses, born in 1945, in Devaria, Uttar 

Pradesh, states the obvious; Fascist politics 

plays on fear and hatred, not stopping even 

at bloodshed for vested political gain.  

When governments loose empathy, they 

refuse to address social challenges like 

hunger, oppression and exploitation, and 

instead incite communal passions to distract 

people, deliberately creating chaos in 

society.  

Fear and hatred take over common sense and 

sane judgement, and any electoral gains 

made in such, poison the naïve and 

impressionable minds of the young, causing 

irreparable damage to the social fabric for 

generations to come; the real danger of 

Fascism that societies need to be warned 

against.  

 

जुल्मत को जजया / हबीब जालिब 

र्ुल्मत को क्र्या सरसर को सबा बदें को खदुा 
क्या सलखना! 
र्पत्र्र को गहुर, दीवार को दर कगथस को हुमा 
क्या सलखना!  

इक हश्र बर्पा है घर में दम घटुता है गरु्मबद-ए-
बे-दर में!  

इक शख़्स के हार्ों मदु्दत से रुस्त्वा है वतन 
दतुनया-भर में!  

ऐ दीदा-वरो इस क्र्ल्लत को किस्त्मत का सलखा 
क्या सलखना ! 

र्ुल्मत को क्र्या सरसर को सबा बदें को खदुा 
क्या सलखना । 
 

Written against the authoritarian repression 

of the then military-ruler of Pakistan, 

General Zia-ul-Haq this ‘nazm’ by Lahore, 

Pakistan born revolutionary poet, Habib 

Jalib, protests any condoning of Fascist 

politics by deeming ‘right’ what is ‘wrong’.  

 

The poet invokes the readers’ sanity and 

integrity, in juxtaposing the dry cruelty of 

the desert wind with the pleasant breeze of 

the morning, the predatory cunning of a 

vulture, a devourer of death, with the 

phoenix, essentially a symbol of life and 

resurgence, the delicate beauty of a pearl 

with the coarseness of a rock and ultimately 

the humiliation of oppression invited upon 

oneself by choosing a tyrant as leader with 

the inevitability of destiny; to illustrate how 

one cannot be called the other.  

 



The message is clear, oppression, injustice 

and tyranny thrives when truth is traded for 

lies and those who can and must speak out 

against it instead choose the convenience of 

connivance.  

 

 

Annihilation of Caste: Revisiting 

Ambedkar’s devastating critique of the 

Hindu social order 

Alyasa Abbas 

[BA(Hons) Economics, IInd Year] 

alyasa.abbas@gmail.com 

 

Hated and revered equally among the 

masses, Baba Saheb Bhim Rao Ambedkar 

remains a polarising figure in India politics 

even today, long after his death. In schools, 

on Ambedkar’s birthday each ear, we are 

told the same ‘censored’ story of 

Ambedkar’s struggle – that he was born in 

an untouchable caste and thus faced many 

difficulties in school, but managed to 

overcome them and become the ‘Father of 

Indian Constitution’.  

The sad reality is that not many of us really 

know about Ambedkar. Most of the people 

know him as the person who put forth the 

idea of caste-based reservations and thus 

became the object of upper caste’s hatred. 

But Ambedkar was an intellectual 

powerhouse.  

His contributions to Economics, Political 

Science and the Indian Constitution are still 

visible today. But his most ground-shaking 

body of work revolves around his relentless 

criticism of the Hindu caste and later in his 

life, of Hindu religion itself.  

“Annihilation of Case” is the epitome of that 

body of work. Published in 1936, this 

undelivered, comprehensive speech that the 

author later self-published as a small 

booklet, consists what might be the most 

daring critique of any religious dogma by 

any person anywhere in the world.  

“What the Communist Manifesto is to the 

capitalist world, Annihilation of Caste is 

to India.”  -Anand Teltumbde 

For some background, the Jat-Pat-Todak 

Mandal was an anti-caste Hindu reformist 

group that approached Ambedkar to deliver 

a speech on caste system at its annual 

conference in 1936. When Ambedkar wrote 

and delivered prior copies of his speech to 

the Jat-Pat-Todak Mandal committee, the 

content was so radical and reformist that 

even the committee found it ‘unbearable’ 

and feared that it would lead to violence 

from orthodox Hindu groups.  

Ambedkar, penned a heavy worded response 

and said he won’t “change a comma” of his 

text. Consequently, his invitation was 

withdrawn, and later the whole conference 

was called off.  

The Text: “Are you fit for political power 

even though you do not allow a large class 

of your own countrymen like the 

untouchables to use public schools?”   

Ambedkar asks the politically minded 

Hindus this question, and then proceeds to 

ask a string of such questions. He vigorously 

argues that an urgent social reform is needed 



in the Hindu social order. The voices of the 

oppressed have far been neglected and the 

unequal and hegemonic power structure 

shall only mean freedom for the rich and 

upper caste Hindus. For the Poor and 

Shudras, he says, only the political and 

social oppressor shall change, not the 

oppression – against which Ambedkar 

argues that, “Every Congressman who 

repeats the Dogma of Mill that one country 

is not fit to rule another country must admit 

that one class is not fit to rule another class.”  

How shall this be achieved? Ambedkar says 

that the course of reforms the country was 

taking along in light of the freedom struggle 

was a wrong course. The country was trying 

to bring a political reform first and the 

questions of caste-inequality were argued to 

come ‘after’ that political revolution had 

come. That is, after the political power had 

been won from the British, social reforms 

shall automatically take place as the political 

power shall be India’s. Ambedkar says this 

is far from reality.  

Any political reform must be preceded by a 

social and religious revolution.  

Proceeding to illustrate examples for this 

proposition from the beginning of time, 

Ambedkar states the case for an urgent 

social revolution and the ‘total 

reconstruction of Hindu society’. He goes on 

to criticize the socialists of the country for 

their neglect of the caste dynamics of India 

and only concerning about class inequality. 

Their economic interpretations about the 

status quo of India, according to Ambedkar, 

were a huge problem.  

“Turn in any direction you like, caste is the 

monster that crosses your path. You cannot 

have political reform; you cannot have 

economic reform, unless you kill this 

monster.”  

Ambedkar dissects each and every argument 

that the defenders of caste had given till the 

time, calling it a ‘pity’ that caste still had its 

defenders. Citing an economics reference, he 

said that caste was not merely division of 

labour, but a division of labourers. Caste 

therefore, did not, and still does not result in 

any economic efficiency.  

Having stated the problem, he now comes to 

the solution of it – a solution, which 

according to him, shall never come to life. 

He demonstrates that Hindu society as a 

whole is just fragmented groups with 

nothing binding them together. A caste, he 

says, has no feeling that it is affiliated to 

other castes except when there is a Hindu-

Muslim riot. He even criticized the Arya 

Samajist reforms and called them extremely 

regressive, if not misguided. According to 

him, dividing the society into four classes of 

Brahmins, Kshatriyas, Vaishya and Shudra, 

and arguing that each has their definitive 

role in the society and this leads to 

efficiency, is by all means a regressive and 

fallacious argument. Acquiring knowledge, 

being able to defend oneself, making one’s 

living are all fundamental requirements to 

human beings and they cannot be separated 

into compartmentalized tasks which one 

section can perform and the other can’t even 

learn/acquire.  

His solution (which he believed shall never 

come to life) was to annihilate the sacred 



and holy notions attached with the 

Manusmriti and the Shastras from which 

these notions of caste were derived. Only 

when the sanctity is withdrawn from the 

source of this caste monster, can any real 

reform take place. Otherwise, there can be 

inter-caste dinners, handshakes, even in rare 

cases, marriages, but that shall result in no 

change.  

Annihilation of Caste, thus, meant the 

annihilation of the ‘sacredness’ and 

‘holiness’ of texts that these notions were 

based on. Only then, Ambedkar said, can we 

proceed to become a truly equal society.  

If Ambedkar lived today … It is tempting 

to think what would Ambedkar write or say 

if were alive today. The lower castes have 

surely risen in economic terms, but have 

they really risen in the eyes of the tyrannical 

society that we live in? Do we still today, in 

many parts of India, proceed to ask the last 

name of a Hindu individual if he only tells 

us his first, just to know ‘who’ that person 

is?  

On a different line, how would Ambedkar 

have seen the rise of militant and aggressive 

Hindutva through the rise of RSS and other 

such organizations, who are becoming 

popular among all castes of Hindus 

increasingly? 

These questions can only be conjectured 

upon. But one thing is certain, if Baba Saheb 

was alive today, he would have certainly 

been disappointed about how we have fared 

as a society.   
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